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Abstract 
 
This report has investigated the use of a new bar gauge design in order to replace previous 
iterations of bar gauges and pitot pressure probes for use within UQ’s expansion tube 
facilities.  
Preliminary hammer calibration testing on different arrangements of the bar gauge showed 
that the response remained almost constant regardless of shielding, no shielding or different 
clamping arrangements, varying by only a maximum of 14.59%. It was also concluded that 
the ratio of strain gauge output to hammer input remained almost constant for the entire 
test time, and that a calibration factor taken at the 50µs surrounding the peak of the signal 
will yield the most accurate result. It was determined that due to this reason, deconvolution 
was not necessary because the response could be characterised using a constant value, 
known as the calibration factor.  
Final hammer calibration testing was conducted on the final arrangement in order to 
characterise the response of the new bar gauge, and determine a calibration factor such that 
a strain signal from an expansion tube test (in volts) can be converted into a useful pitot 
pressure reading. The average calibration factor of 12 tests was used in this investigation, 
with a value of 0.0001772714219 V/kPa and uncertainty of ±1.8174% using a 95% 
Confidence interval. The results from the three expansion tube tests show that the pitot 
pressure could be predicted to within ±15.82% on average by comparing to a theoretical 
model known as PITOT. Reasons on the possible sources of error and inaccuracy have been 
discussed extensively in Section 5.5. 
The newly designed bar gauge has achieved an average useful test time of 264.5 µs, a 
response/rise time of 7µs, with an overall uncertainty of ±3.484% in the measurement of 
pitot pressure for flows in the order of 100kPa during the useful test time. The new bar 
gauge is completely reusable, and easily serviceable. There are many possible improvements 
and recommendations for future research and development into pitot pressure 
measurement of high enthalpy expansion tubes.  
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1.0 Introduction 
 
1.1 Problem Background & Motivation 
 
High enthalpy expansion tubes, such as The University of Queensland’s X2 and X3 Expansion 
Tubes, are often used to simulate hypersonic flight and the environment for planetary re-
entry vehicles. These tubes operate at flow enthalpies of 100MJ/kg or greater, and have 
characteristic test times of 30-50 µs [1]. The expansion tube concept was originally proposed 
by Resler and Bloxsom [3], as an extension to the lower velocity, shock tunnel concept which 
had intrinsic design limitations [4].  The T4 facility was the apex of the Reflected Shock 
Tunnel concept at The University of Queensland, by working on a large free-piston driven 
mechanism. Whilst it was dominating hypersonic ground testing in the 1980’s and 1990’s, it 
was always known that the stagnation of the test gas upstream of the supersonic nozzle 
limited them to sub-orbital flight speeds, and hence the need for a higher enthalpy testing 
facility was born [5].  
Pitot pressure probes are often used within expansion tube facilities to get an understanding 
of the total static and dynamic pressures involved at these flight conditions. The first 
iteration of pitot pressure probes, called a shielded pressure transducer were used, however 
the long rise time (10-15 microseconds) associated with them led to the design and 
implementation of a stress wave bar gauge. Neely and Morgan [2], developed the second 
iteration pressure probe, called the stress wave bar gauge, based on the design of Mudford 
et al [6], to reduce the extended rise time associated with the shielded pressure transducer. 
This was a great improvement, however the newly designed probe had no shielding, and 
therefore no way to protect itself from the high temperature flow and metal diaphragm 
fragments which arrive after the test time [1]. It also had a short sensing time of 40 µs and 
inherent unreliability due to the use of a split central sensing bar to house the sensing 
device. The third iteration probe, a modified stress wave bar gauge by Morgan and Sutcliffe 
[1], tackled these problems by improving reliability, increasing sensing/testing time to 100µs, 
and reducing rise time/response time to 2-3µs. S.Chiu and D.Mee [7] developed a 4th 
iteration probe to tackle the following problems associated with the redesigned bar gauge: 
- Produces large levels of noise if inner sensing bar comes into contact with outer 
shielding 
   
- This type of bar gauge has to be used individually and can only be used for one 
experimental shot 
- Too time consuming to use for a comprehensive pitot pressure survey of the flow 
field.  
The Chiu bar gauge can produce a test time of 100µs, an inherent response time of 5µs, is a 
reusable probe, and for flows with Pitot pressure ~600kPa, it has an uncertainty of ±7%. 
Despite these continuous improvements, there is still an inherent problem due to the finite 
length of the sensing bar, which leads to a limitation of the time period for which steady 
state pitot pressure can be measured.  
A pressure probe works by housing a sensing bar or element, detecting the stress waves 
propagating down the bar due to the aerodynamic loading on the front of the device. These 
stress waves travel down the bar and reflect off the tail and travel back to the sensing 
element, terminating the test time. Therefore, the two methods proposed for increasing the 
useful test time of these devices is either by increasing the finite length of the probe, or 
using deconvolution methods to work through the reflected stress wave response signal. 
Deconvolution will allow the stress signal after the terminating reflected shock to be 
interpreted, and used to measure the pitot pressure for an extended period.  
This thesis aims to tackle the problem of increasing useful test time and accuracy of Pitot 
pressure probes within expansion tube facilities. This will allow a greater time for which to 
accurately measure the steady state pitot pressure during experimentation in high enthalpy 
expansion tubes.  
1.2 Aims 
 
The primary aim of this thesis is to increase the useful test time and accuracy of the steady 
state pitot pressure measurement for the current generation of probes in use at UQ’s 
expansion tube facilities. This will either require suggesting a new 
configuration/modification of the Chiu Bar Gauge, and/or showing that deconvolution 
methods can be used to work through the reflected waves.  
  
   
1.3 Project outline 
 
1.3.1 Scope 
 
The following items were in scope: 
 Using the Chiu Bar Gauge as the current benchmark for pitot pressure measurement  
 Suggesting improvements/modifications based off the Chiu Bar Gauge 
 Using impulse hammer testing to determine either an Impulse response function 
(IRF) or Calibration Factor of the different pressure probe configurations (Hammer 
Calibration technique) 
 Perform theoretical Euler buckling calculations to determine what the maximum 
feasible length of a pressure probe is when run inside a high enthalpy expansion tube 
 Perform expansion tube testing inside X2 to determine the reliability and accuracy of 
the new probe configuration 
 Offer a clear solution for how to increase useful test time and accuracy – whether it 
be from increasing length of probe or using deconvolution methods 
 Use this knowledge to suggest a design or arrangement for a new cheap, serviceable 
probe to replace the current iteration of stress wave bar gauges being used 
The following items were out of scope: 
 The use of CFD software to model hypersonic flow over the new pitot pressure probe 
 Using FEM (ANSYS) simulations to theoretically determine the IRF’s of different 
configurations to use as a benchmark comparison to the hammer testing and 
expansion tube testing 
1.3.2 Expected outcomes 
 
1) Improve understanding of deconvolution methods to work through reflected waves and 
increase steady state pitot pressure reading 
2) Determine a more optimal configuration for the next generation of pitot probes to replace 
the Chiu Bar Gauge 
3) Suggest the use of MEMS or other configurations and recommendations for future 
researchers to consider to continue to improve the pitot pressure probe 
   
These outcomes will benefit both UQ and the wider community by helping create more 
accurate and useful results when conducting both pitot pressure readings and other force 
balances within high enthalpy expansion tubes. This newly designed, serviceable probe, can 
then be used as the gold-standard for pitot pressure testing, and will be an improved 
iteration on the series of probes that have come before it. 
2.0 Literature Review 
 
This literature review will give an in-depth look at all the background material that is 
relevant to the thesis topic being presented. This thesis will aim to build onto this prior 
knowledge, and create new understanding and present new conclusions from the results 
that will be obtained.  
2.1 Expansions tubes – history 
 
The use of High enthalpy expansion tubes, such as the world renowned X2 and X3 Expansion 
Tubes at the University of Queensland, came from the need to study and observe hypersonic 
flight regimes, to simulate the environment for space flight and planetary re-entry vehicles. 
Before there were expansion tubes, the only means of simulating very high velocity flow 
regimes was by using a shock tube concept. However, when trying to simulate high 
supersonic and hypersonic speeds, the traditional shock tunnel hits a limit [4].  
A shock tunnel/reflected shock tunnel can only add energy to the flow via shock waves, and 
if driven too quickly, can result in unacceptably high test gas temperatures which leads to 
dissociated and ionised freestream gas [4]. The peak of hypersonic research at the University 
of Queensland was set in motion by the arrival of Professor Ray Stalker in 1977 [5]. Stalker 
was the inventor of the free-piston driver [8], and as such, began work on a large free piston 
driven reflected shock tunnel (RST), known as the T4 facility, which is still housed at the 
University of Queensland today. The T4 was thought to be of sufficient scale to produce 
useful experimental data for hypersonic flight conditions, and subsequently, the facility 
became operational in 1987 [9]. The T4 RST is capable of producing flow enthalpies of 2.5 – 
15MJ/kg and pressures of 10-90MPa in the test section [10].  
   
 
Figure 1 - Schematic of T4 facility (In use at the University of Queensland) [10] 
During this era, the new hypersonic group at UQ also began to investigate the possible use 
of expansion tubes to combat the intrinsic design limitation associated with a shock tunnel, 
which limited testing to sub-orbital flight speeds [5]. The expansion tube, a concept first 
proposed by Resler and Boxsom in the 1950’s [3], uses a second low pressure shock tube to 
mitigate this limitation by only adding some of the required energy to the flow using a shock 
wave [4]. After initial shock processing, the test gas is then processed by an unsteady 
expansion, where the gas is cooling down as velocity increases, and at the expense of 
density, super orbital entry speeds can be reached [5]. Expansion tubes can operate at flow 
enthalpies of 100MJ/kg or more, which give characteristic test times of 30-50 µs [1].  
  
   
2.1.1 Principle of Operation 
 
Figure 2 below shows the schematic for a free-piston driven expansion tube [5]. During 
testing, the acceleration tube and test section downstream of the secondary diaphragm are 
evacuated completely by pumping out all the air until it reaches a very low pressure. Initially, 
the test gas is contained within the shock tube (a long steel tube), sealed at one end by a 
steel diaphragm (primary) and at the other end by a thinner Mylar diaphragm (secondary). 
Upstream of the primary diaphragm is the ‘compression tube’, where a free piston and 
driver gas (typically helium) is held [5].  
 
Figure 2 - Schematic Diagram of a Free-piston driven expansion tube [5] 
During an experimental test, the piston is fired towards the primary steel diaphragm, at 
speeds of 500-1000km/hr, compressing the driver gas and increasing temperature and 
pressure until the diaphragm ruptures. A shock wave forms and travels down the shock 
tube, compressing and accelerating the test gas until it hits and ruptures the secondary 
diaphragm. The acceleration tube however has been evacuated to a much lower pressure, 
and the gas expands through it, further increasing its velocity up to 20km/s. This is what is 
referred to as the Unsteady Expansion Process, and the temperature and pressure both 
decrease when a supersonic flow expands. The test gas doesn’t stagnate such as in RST’s and 
therefore it is not limited by total temperature and pressure limits [11]. The total useful test 
   
Figure 3 - Schematic of X2 Expansion Tube Facility in operation at the University of Queensland [4] 
time is measured from when the expanded test gas arrives at the test section, to when the 
leading edge of the unsteady expansion wave arrives. 
2.1.2 X2 Expansion Tube 
 
The X2 Expansion Tube is UQ’s signature testing facility where high enthalpy flows are 
required, and the much bigger X3 isn’t necessary. X2 is also a free-piston driven facility, 
based off the design of Ray Stalker [4]. The dimensions for X2 are roughly 20m length, 
257mm driver bore, and an 85mm driven section bore (refer to Figure 3 below).  
The use of a contoured nozzle allows use of larger test models in the test section. X2 is the 
most powerful expansion tube facility in the world due to its high performing free-piston 
driver. It’s capable of producing test conditions for entry/re-entry into most planets in our 
solar system [4]. This facility is used mostly to perform studies of blunt body planetary entry 
radiation, or to simulate and investigate new techniques for re-entry.  
Table 1 below outlines the theoretical nozzle exit conditions possible with different X2 driver 
conditions. This is when tube fill pressures are kept at 3kPa and 10Pa for p1 and p2 
respectively. 
   
Table 1 - X2 Nozzle conditions at different conditions [4] 
 
Pitot pressure probes are used within the test section of X2 in order to determine total static 
and dynamic pressure, which can help determine other flow conditions at a wide range of 
supersonic and hypersonic flight conditions.  
 
2.2 Pitot pressure probes – history 
 
The Pitot Pressure probe is an essential piece of equipment for an expansion tube, as it 
allows the total pressure or stagnation pressure to be measured, which can help determine 
other flow properties in the test section. The major challenge for measuring pressure is the 
finite amount of time during an experimental test, due to the hypersonic speeds of the flow. 
This means that pressure is only read for a small period of time, and may not be an accurate 
representation of the actual steady-state pressure at this flight condition. Over the years, 
during the use and existence of expansion tubes at UQ, there have been many iterations of 
the pressure probe which have led to constant improvements and modifications. This 
section will aim to discuss the history of the pressure probe, and how it has developed over 
the years. 
2.2.1 First Iteration Probe – Shielded pressure transducer 
 
Pitot pressures in expansion tubes were originally measured using what is known as a 
shielded pressure transducer pitot probe [7]. This can be classified as the first iteration 
probe to be used at the University of Queensland.  
   
Figure 4 - Shielded Pressure transducer pitot probe [12] 
 
 
 
 
The arrangement for this probe included a PCB Piezoelectric pressure transducer housed in 
brass shielding, and was used by Neely [12] and Wendt et al [13] to measure the pitot 
pressure in the X1 Expansion Tube at UQ. The shielding was used to protect the pressure 
sensor from metal fragments that flow downstream due to the rupturing of the diaphragm. 
The cavity between the transducer and cover lead to response times of the probe of 10 µs. 
The shielded pressure transducer is often used in preliminary testing of expansion tube 
conditions due to its ease of use [1].  
  
   
Figure 6 - Redesigned stress wave bar gauge [1] 
2.2.2 Second iteration Probe – Stress wave bar gauge 
 
A second iteration probe, the stress wave bar gauge, designed by Mudford et al [6] was an 
improvement in terms of response time. The sensors consisted of a piezoelectric element 
sandwiched between a duralumin bar and a backing bar of lead [7]. It measured pressure by 
using small wires connecting the piezoelectric film to a mini-plug at the end of the bar to 
detect the stress waves. The stress wave bar gauge gave an inherent response time of 
approximately 2 µs.  
 
Figure 5 - Original stress wave bar gauge [12] 
The limitations of the stress wave bar gauge were its short sensing time of approximately 40 
µs and its inherent unreliability due to a split central sensing bar, used to house the sensing 
device [1].  
2.2.3 Third iteration probe – Redesigned stress wave bar gauge 
 
The third iteration probe in use at UQ, the redesigned stress wave bar gauge by Sutcliffe and 
Morgan [1], aimed to improve the reliability and short sensing time problems associated 
with the original design.  
 
   
The redesigned stress wave bar gauge operated on the same principal, whereby stress waves 
traverse down the bar due to the aerodynamic loading on the front surface. Piezoelectric 
film is wrapped around the sensing bar, avoiding the use of a split bar to locate the film, 
improving reliability and simplifying construction [1]. The short sensing time was overcome 
by constructing the bar gauge out of brass, taking advantage of its low speed of sound of 
approximately 3500m/s (in comparison to 5100m/s for steel). The bar gauge also used a thin 
brass film as its front and outer shielding, which was sufficient enough thickness to not 
rupture during the sensing time. 
This modified bar gauge could produce a useful test time of 100 µs with an associated rise 
time of 2-3 µs, and improved reliability over previous designs.  
2.2.4 Fourth iteration probe – Chiu Bar Gauge 
 
A fourth iteration probe in use at the University of Queensland was designed by Chiu et al [7] 
to solve the following problems pertaining to the redesigned bar gauge by Sutcliffe and 
Morgan [1]:  
 Produces large levels of noise if the inner sensing bar comes into contact with outer 
shielding 
 This type of bar gauge has to be calibrated individually and can only be used once 
 Too time consuming to use this for a comprehensive Pitot pressure survey of the flow 
field 
The Chiu Bar Gauge uses a steel disc attached to the front of the bar to improve the 
aerodynamic shielding even further, however it does slightly increase the rise time to 
approximately 5 µs (See Figure 7 below). 
 
Figure 7 - Chiu Bar gauge schematic [7] 
   
The new bar gauge used two strain sensors, a piezoelectric film and a semiconductor strain 
gauge, which can read the pitot pressure to a level of 93% of the true measurement, 
meaning that multiplying the reading by 1.08 will give the true pitot pressure [7]. Chiu et al 
[7] performed calibration tests and comparison tests with previous pitot probe iterations to 
determine several methods for reducing the effect of noise on strain signals, and have 
implemented the following into their design: 
1. Position the strain gauge further down the bar by moving it 40mm from front of bar, 
the effects of the first noise spike can be avoided and a 100 µs measuring period 
obtained 
2. Use a semiconductor strain gauge, not a piezoelectric gauge. Recommended setting 
is excitation voltage at 5V while operating tests and 0.2V after tests 
3. Improve contact between disc and sensing bar. Ensure a ‘tight’ fit/joint by using O-
ring grease and Loctite glue between disc and sensing bar 
4. Electrical isolation of the sensing bar to stop effects of ionization of flow 
o Wrap sensing bar with electrical insulation tape before assembly 
o Thin layer of paint to front disc 
Performance Summary 
- Reusable 
- Response time = 5 µs 
- For flows with Pitot Pressure ≈ 600𝑘𝑃𝑎, uncertainty = ±7% 
- Useful test time = 100 µs 
- Improved accuracy of strain signal due to noise limitations 
With constant improvements being made, as seen in the evolution of the four main bar 
gauges used at the University of Queensland, the problem still exists whereby the finite 
length of the sensing bar leads to a limitation for which Pitot Pressure can be measured. 
Therefore, by increasing the length and testing this against deconvolution methods, the 
useful test time could be increased further, to give a more accurate reading of the steady-
state pitot pressure. 
  
   
Figure 8 - Rigid model used to determine drag balance 
2.3 Stress wave force balance & Deconvolution 
 
The Stress Wave Force Balance (SWFB) was a method first proposed by Sanderson and 
Simmons [14] to perform a drag balance on a model cone attached to a sting in 
hypervelocity impulse facilities. A typical equilibrium of forces cannot be conducted due to 
the extremely short duration test times in these facilities, in the order of 1ms or less.  This 
was done by interpreting the stress waves propagating within the model and its sting 
support. The time history of drag applied to the model is inferred from the output of the 
strain gauges that respond to the passage of stress waves along the sting. Sanderson and 
Simmons [14] determined that a finite element representation is needed to obtain an 
accurate impulse response function for the SWFB.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The SWFB method was further tested and refined by Tuttle and Simmons [15]. Daniel and 
Mee [16] used the basis of the SWFB that was explored by Sanderson and Simmons [14] to 
determine a three-component force balance for hypersonic flows. They could use the SWFB 
as well as a deconvolution procedure to measure both lift force and pitching moment on a 
model craft.  
The principle of operation however remains the same for all stress wave force balances. 
With a known Impulse Response Function (IRF), which is obtained from calibration (or finite 
   
element modelling), and a measured strain response, the solution to the equation (the 
unknown load) can be found. The dynamic behaviour of the system can be modelled as a 
linear system, and is characterised by what is known as the convolution integral. Therefore, 
in order to determine the unknown load or drag acting on the model, the convolution 
integral must be solved inversely, through a method known as deconvolution.  
Deconvolution can either be used in the time-domain of frequency domain [14] [18], 
however Sanderson and Simmons [14] had used the frequency domain.  
Time domain deconvolution is essentially a process of solving a set of linear equations, 
relating discrete time representations of inputs and outputs [16]. For a single component 
linear system with an applied load u(t), and a single output signal y(t), the output and input 
are related via the IRF g(t), using the following convolution integral [19]: 
𝑦(𝑡) =  ∫ 𝑔(𝑡 − 𝜏)𝑢(𝜏)𝑑𝜏
𝑡
0
 
Solving in the time-domain, if the signals are discretised with time step ∆𝑡, the equation can 
be rewritten as: 
𝑦𝑖 = ∑𝑔𝑖−𝑗𝑢𝑗∆𝑡
𝑖
𝑗=0
 
This can be written in matrix form as Y = GU, where U and Y are discretised force and strain 
vectors respectively, and G is a square impulse response matrix (obtained through 
calibration). G then becomes a lower triangular matrix of the form: 
𝐺 =  
[
 
 
 
 
𝑔0     
𝑔1 𝑔0    
𝑔2 𝑔1 𝑔0   
… … … 𝑔0  
𝑔𝑛 𝑔𝑛 − 1 𝑔𝑛 − 2 𝑔0]
 
 
 
 
∆𝑡 
In an experiment, Y is measured as the strain signal, and U is determined using techniques 
such as iterative deconvolution [20]. Otherwise, it is possible to complete numerical 
deconvolution calculations using programs such as the Fortran computer program 
“HYFORCE” [17].  
  
   
2.4 Impact hammer calibration technique 
 
Calibration is a method used to find the IRF for the stress wave force balance. This was 
typically completed using an extensive finite element representation or analysis, through 
programs such as MSC/NASTRAN and DYNA3D [16]. A new technique however, known as the 
impact hammer calibration technique, can be used to determine the IRF for the stress wave 
force balance.  
Abdel-Jawab, Mee and Morgan [19] developed a new technique using a calibrated impact 
hammer, which involves applying a series of point loads at different locations on the model 
and measuring the outputs from the strain gauges for these loads. For each of these tests, a 
single point deconvolution technique can be used to find the impulse response relating the 
output strain signal to the applied load. A principle of superposition is then used to combine 
the impulse responses into an impulse response function that would be obtained if the loads 
from the combinations of the calibration loads were applied simultaneously, but in different 
proportions, to the model [19].  
This technique is useful for determining the IRF of the model which can then be tested 
within a shock tube or expansion tube to measure aerodynamic forces or pitot pressure. In 
an expansion tube test, the strain signal output from the strain gauges will be recorded, and 
using the IRF (determined from calibration) and a deconvolution method, the total force or 
pressure (the unknown load) can be calculated.  
  
   
3.0 Theoretical Analysis 
 
The theoretical analysis will be used to support the outcomes and predictions made from the 
experimental analysis using the impact hammer and expansion tube testing. This analysis 
will involve performing Euler buckling calculations for different lengths of brass rods and 
aluminium outer shielding to determine the maximum feasible length of a pressure probe 
(bar gauge) arrangement. It will give an approximation as to whether or not the bar gauge 
arrangement will buckle due to the loading in the expansion tube testing.  
3.1 Euler Buckling Calculations - Brass sensing rod 
 
Due to the extreme axial compressive stress experienced by the pressure probes within the 
expansion tube facilities, it’s important to determine whether increasing the length of these 
probes will cause them to buckle under this load.  
The Euler Buckling formula is as follows:  
𝐹 =  
𝜋2𝐸𝐼
(𝐾𝐿)2
 
K = 1 (both ends pinned, hinged – free to rotate) 
K = 0.5 (both ends fixed) 
K = 0.7071 (one end fixed, other end pinned) 
K = 2 (one end fixed, other end free to move laterally) 
Properties for the Brass rod in the hammer experiment are as follows: 
Brass: E = 105 GPa , 𝝈𝒚 = 𝟐𝟎𝟎𝑴𝑷𝒂 , D = 5mm, L = 500, 450, 400, 350, 300, 250 mm, K = 2  
𝐸𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑓 𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜,
𝐿′
𝜌
>  √
𝜋2𝐸
𝜎𝑦
 
𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑦𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝜌 =  √
𝐼
𝐴
 
𝑀𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎, 𝐼 =  
𝜋𝐷4
64
= 3.0679 × 10−11 𝑚4 
   
∴ 𝜌 =  √
𝐼
𝐴
=  √
𝜋 × 0.0054
64(𝜋 × 0.00252)
= 0.00125 
 
Table 2 - Determining the Euler Buckling Load for Brass sensing rod for pressure probe configurations 
Effective 
Length, L’ 
(=2L) 
Slenderness 
Ration, 
𝐿′
𝜌
 
√
𝜋2𝐸
𝜎𝑦
 
Is it a long 
column/is 
euler buckling 
valid? 
Euler 
Buckling 
force, F 
Euler 
Buckling 
stress (Pa) 
1m 800 71.98 Yes 31.79N 1619051.4 
0.9m 720 Yes 39.25N 1999083.2 
0.8m 640 Yes 49.67N 2529795.25 
0.7m 560 Yes 64.88N 3304471.835 
0.6m 480 Yes 88.313N 4497962.718 
0.5m 400 Yes 127.168N 6476927.77 
 
Table 2.0 above shows the corresponding buckling load (in N and Pa) for the brass sensing 
rod for each length of probe used for the hammer experiment and expansion tube testing 
(from 500mm to 250mm). For the longest configuration being tested, the 500mm brass rod 
requires 31.79N or 1.619MPa of compressive stress in order to fail due to buckling.  
This kind of compressive stress will definitely not be experienced during the hammer testing 
experiment. However, the high enthalpy flows in the expansion tube may get close to 
reaching the buckling load for the longest configuration probe. This will have to be 
determined experimentally.  
3.2 Euler Buckling Calculations – Aluminium outer shielding 
 
The pressure probe arrangement will include an aluminium outer shielding, like the Chiu bar 
gauge, if it was to be used in the expansion tube facility. Therefore, it is important to 
determine the buckling load for this component as it is crucial in the performance of the 
probe.  
   
Properties for the aluminium outer shielding are as follows: 
Aluminium: E = 70 GPa , 𝝈𝒚 = 𝟐𝟕𝟔𝑴𝑷𝒂 , Do = 16mm, Di = 12.8mm, t = 1.6mm, L = 500, 
450, 400, 350, 300, 250 mm, K = 2 
𝑀𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎, 𝐼 =  
𝜋(𝐷𝑜4 − 𝐷𝑖
4)
64
=  1.8993 × 10−9𝑚4 
𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑦𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝜌 =  √
𝐼
𝐴
=  √
1.8993 × 10−9
𝜋 × (0.0082 − 0.00642)
= 0.0051224 
Table 3 - Determining the Euler Buckling Load for Aluminium outer shielding for pressure probe 
Effective 
Length, L’ 
(=2L) 
Slenderness 
Ration, 
𝐿′
𝜌
 
√
𝜋2𝐸
𝜎𝑦
 
Is it a long 
column/is 
euler buckling 
valid? 
Euler 
Buckling 
force, F 
Euler 
Buckling 
stress (Pa) 
1m 195.217 50.03 Yes 1312.173N 18136064.97 
0.9m 175.69 Yes 1619.96N 22381320.81 
0.8m 156.176 Yes 2050.26N 28326333.24 
0.7m 136.65 Yes 2677.89N 36997651.28 
0.6m 117.13 Yes 3644.916N 50358054.71 
0.5m 97.61 Yes 5248.68N 72515612.05 
 
Table 3.0 above shows the Euler bucking load (in N and Pa) for the aluminium outer shielding 
(from 500mm to 250mm length), that will be required for the expansion tube testing. For the 
longest configuration being tested, the 500mm aluminium outer shielding requires 
1312.173N or 18.13MPa of compressive stress in order to fail due to buckling. 
It is unlikely that the test shots inside either the X2 or X3 expansion tubes will produce this 
kind of compressive stress. Therefore, it is only the brass sensing rod which needs to be 
carefully watched to ensure it doesn’t fail due to buckling.  
  
   
4.0 Experimental Analysis - Impact hammer 
 
The purpose of the impact hammer experiment is to experimentally determine the Impulse 
Response Function (IRF) via calibration of the pressure probe configuration. This calibration 
will then allow the force or average pressure acting on the front disc of the bar gauge to be 
found when performing expansion tube testing.  
Initially, both the first and second iteration probe arrangements will be tested using the 
impact hammer. Parameters such as the location of the supports/clamping, as well as the 
use of a rubber end will be tested to see if it changes the response signal, and if the 
calibration varies significantly for different configurations of the pressure probe 
arrangement.  
Then, 10-15 hammer tests will be conducted on the exact probe arrangement that will be 
used for expansion tube testing in order to determine the IRF for calibration of this 
arrangement. Doing 10-15 tests will allow the accuracy of the calibration technique to be 
verified, and furthermore used to develop a thorough error analysis.  
4.1 Apparatus 
The following materials are required to setup and perform the impact hammer testing: 
1) First iteration pressure probe arrangement (See appendix A) 
2) Second iteration pressure probe arrangement (See appendix C) 
3) Exact probe arrangement as in the expansion tube testing (See Section 5.0) 
4) Rubber tip/end support 
5) PCB Impact hammer (086-CO4) 
6) Mount/clamp for bar gauge 
7) Tektronix TDS 2024B Oscilloscope (to store/view the data) 
8) 1 Microsecond Strain gauge amplifier  
9) Amplifier power supply 
10) Power supply cables (for oscilloscope and amplifier) 
11) Foam or other soft surface (to simulate suspended arrangement) 
12) Plastic and metal hammer tips 
13) Molytek Vacuum Grease 
   
 
Important Note: 
Appendix A shows the workshop drawings and actual pictures of the 1st iteration pressure 
probe arrangement. 
Appendix B shows the procedure for connecting the strain gauges to the probe  
Appendix C shows the workshop drawings and actual pictures of the 2nd iteration pressure 
probe arrangement.  
Appendix D shows the calibration certificate for the PCB Impact Hammer, model 086-CO4. 
Appendix E shows the hammer calibration testing data for the final pressure probe 
arrangement. 
Appendix F shows the modified clamping arrangement that was manufactured for the 
expansion tube testing. 
  
   
4.2 Procedure 
 
1) Put together the 1st iteration probe (without outer shielding) as per Appendix A 
2) Attach 2x Strain gauges onto the brass sensing rod as per Appendix B 
3) Connect the oscilloscope and strain gauge amplifier to the power supplies 
4) Connect the bar gauge to the strain gauge amplifier via the 9-pin connector 
5) Connect the strain gauge amplifier to the oscilloscope output port, and the PCB 
impact hammer to the oscilloscope input port 
6) Set the strain gauge to DC, Bridge voltage = 5V, and Gain = 1000 
7) Turn on the oscilloscope, and adjust the x and y axes (Voltage and time increments) 
so that the response signals fit the screen perfectly. For the following tests, a time 
increment of either 100 or 250 microseconds was used, with a voltage increment of 
100mV for Channel 1 (Strain gauge) and 50mV for Channel  2 (Impact hammer) 
8) Using the metal tip, do 3x impact tests for each of the following clamping 
arrangements: Unclamped (laying on foam or flat surface), Middle clamped, End 
clamped, End clamped with rubber. 
9) Note: Consider using a plastic tip to get a longer response signal. Be wary however, 
that the plastic tip has a different sensitivity (mV/N) to the metal tip. 
10) After each individual impact test, save the data onto a USB.  
11) Put together the 2nd iteration probe (with shielding) as per Appendix C 
12) Repeat steps 7-10 with the shielded probe arrangement.  
13) Use the impact hammer to strike a few random points on the outer shielding. This is 
to confirm that there is no coupling. There should be no signal because the inner 
sensing bar and outer shielding should not be in contact at all. 
14) Set up the final probe arrangement which will be used to conduct the expansion tube 
testing. Complete 10-15 hammer tests on this arrangement to determine the correct 
IRF/calibration of this arrangement. This will also help determine the accuracy of the 
hammer calibration technique which will be required for the error analysis. 
   
 
Figure 9 - Experimental setup (showing clamping arrangement) for hammer calibration of the initial probe configurations 
(with and without shielding) 
 
Figure 10 - Experimental setup for initial hammer calibration testing (showing Oscilloscope, Strain gauge amp, Strain gauge 
power supply) 
Strain gauge amplifier 
Strain gauge amp 
housing/power supply 
Oscilloscope 
   
 
Figure 11 - Final pressure probe arrangement (with clamping) required for final arrangement hammer calibration testing 
 
 
Figure 12 - Final arrangement inside the X2 expansion tube required for final hammer calibration testing (before the 
expansion tube testing occurs)  
   
4.3 Results 
 
The following results are the graphs of the input hammer signal and output strain gauge 
signal for each of the different configurations. The results for each configuration is averaged 
over three tests to account for possible variations in the data.  
 
Figure 13 - Impact hammer test #1 - Showing averaged results of Voltage vs Time over three tests 
 
 
Figure 14 - Impact hammer test #2 - Showing averaged results of Voltage vs Time over three tests 
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Figure 15 - Impact hammer test #3 - Showing averaged results of Voltage vs Time over three tests 
 
Figure 16 - Impact hammer test #4 - Showing averaged results of Voltage vs Time over three tests 
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Figure 17 - Impact hammer test #5 - Showing averaged results of Voltage vs Time over three tests 
 
Figure 18- Impact hammer test #6 - Showing averaged results of Voltage vs Time over three tests 
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Figure 19 - Impact hammer test #7 - Showing averaged results of Voltage vs Time over three tests 
The hammer sensitivity will be used to convert the input voltage signal from the hammer 
into a force in newtons. This can then be used to relate the output voltage signal from the 
strain gauge to the input hammer force in newtons, giving us the calibration factor. This can 
then be converted to V/kpa by using the known area of the front disc. 
The ratio of input hammer force to output strain gauge signal is approximately constant for 
the first 350-400 microseconds of each of these readings. Therefore, no deconvolution of 
this signal is needed to determine an impulse response function. A simple calibration factor 
using the ratio of impact hammer force to strain gauge output can be used for these 
comparison tests. 
Table 4 below summarises the ratio of output strain gauge voltage to input hammer voltage 
for each of the impact hammer tests, as seen in Figures 9-14, demonstrating the almost 
constant nature of the ratio.  
Table 5 shows the chosen ratio for these signals, and the corresponding calibration factors of 
each of the different hammer calibration tests.  
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Figure 20 - Ratio of signals during hammer calibration Test #7 vs Time 
 
Table 4 - Impact hammer testing results for the different bar gauge arrangements showing ratios at different points in the 
signal 
Test # Type Ratio (V/V) – 
First 
100microseconds 
Ratio (V/V) – 50 
microseconds at peak 
% Difference 
1 No shielding, unclamped, metal 
tip 
2.030626164 2.204436638 
 
7.88 
2 No shielding, middle clamp, 
metal tip 
1.916966909 
 
2.382447762 
 
19.537 
3 No shielding, end clamp, metal 
tip 
2.077107754 
 
2.374003761 
 
12.506 
4 No shielding, end clamp + 
rubber, metal tip 
2.070982213 
 
2.32503646 
 
12.08 
5 Shielding, end clamp, metal tip 1.780019946 
 
2.197215601 
 
18.98 
6 Shielding middle clamp, metal 
tip 
1.712830286 
 
2.115874298 
 
19.04 
7 Shielding, unclamped, metal tip 1.652594758 
 
2.034645708 
 
18.77 
 
 
  
   
Figure 16 shows that ratio of strain gauge signal to hammer input signal for Test #7. It can be 
seen that for the first 350 microseconds, the ratio of the signals remains approximately 
constant, however in the initial 100 microseconds, it is still slowly rising. The final ratio that 
will be used to determine the calibration factors for the different bar gauge arrangements 
will be when the ratio of signals is most constant, which is at about 50 microseconds at the 
peak of the signal.  
Table 5 - Impact hammer testing results for the different bar gauge arrangements - showing calibration factors 
Test 
# 
Type Chosen Ratio (V/V) Hammer 
sensitivity 
(mV/N) 
Calibration factor 
-V/N 
Calibration 
factor - V/kpa 
1 No shielding, 
unclamped, metal tip 
2.204436638 
 
1.22 0.002689412698 0.000171093 
2 No shielding, middle 
clamp, metal tip 
2.382447762 
 
1.22 0.00290658627 0.000184909 
3 No shielding, end 
clamp, metal tip 
2.374003761 
 
1.22 0.002896284588 0.000184253 
4 No shielding, end 
clamp + rubber, 
metal tip 
2.32503646 
 
1.22 0.002836544481 0.000180453 
5 Shielding, end clamp, 
metal tip 
2.197215601 
 
1.22 0.002680603033 0.0001705325 
6 Shielding middle 
clamp, metal tip 
2.115874298 
 
1.22 0.002581366644 0.0001642194 
7 Shielding, 
unclamped, metal tip 
2.034645708 
 
1.22 0.002482267764 0.0001579150 
 
Table 6.0 below shows the results for the 12 impact hammer tests performed on the final 
pressure probe arrangement. The average calibration factor of these 12 tests is what will be 
used to convert the signal data from the final expansion tube experiment into a useful 
pressure reading. 
   
Table 6 - Impact hammer results for the final pressure probe configuration 
Test 
# 
Ratio (V/V) Hammer 
sensitivity 
(mV/N) 
Average 
ratio (V/V) 
Standard 
deviation  
Calibration 
factor (V/N)  
Calibration factor 
(V/kpa) 
1 2.141994697 1.22 2.284041535 0.0733669 
(3.2121%) 
0.002786530673 0.0001772714219 
2 2.294538241 1.22 
3 2.479760944 1.22 
4 2.229394782 1.22 
5  2.315430094 1.22 
6 2.277840235 1.22 
7 2.294150356 1.22 
8 2.294821781 1.22 
9 2.307124045 1.22 
10 2.252230858 1.22 
11 2.278860186 1.22 
12 2.270151624 1.22 
 
4.3 Discussion & Analysis of Results 
 
Preliminary calibration hammer testing was performed on the probe to determine the effect 
that different arrangements had on the response and calibration factor. Parameters such as 
clamping arrangement, use of a rubber end tip and the use of outer shielding were varied.  
Figures 13-19 show the response signal for seven different arrangements of the bar 
gauge/pressure probe. All responses seem to be very similar, except for the arrangements 
without shielding when it is clamped at the end and in the middle. These signals show two 
distinct peaks, which also extend for a longer duration test time. This is likely due to the 
clamping which was in direct contact with the bar gauge itself, creating extra stress waves or 
reflected waves that may propagate and interfere with the original input force. The 
difference in signals between the shielded and unshielded arrangements is mirrored in the 
results in Table 5. The shielded arrangements seem to be generally slightly lower than the 
   
unshielded arrangement. Despite this, the differences in arrangement vary the final 
calibration result by no greater than 14.59%.  
Table 4.0 shows that the ratio of the input to output signal, which is necessary to determine 
the calibration factor, varies slightly depending on which period of time that the 
measurement is taken.  The measurement can vary by up to 19.5% depending on if it’s taken 
in the first 100 micro seconds of the signal, or during the 50-microsecond peak of the signal.  
The ratio of signals was plotted against time in Figure 20, to show that the ratio is 
approximately constant through the first 350 microseconds, but seems to have a period of 
rising in the first 100 micro seconds. Therefore, the ratio of the signals, and therefore the 
calibration factor will be taken at the 50 microseconds corresponding to each peak of the 
signal for every hammer test hereafter.  
Hammer calibration testing was also performed on the final bar gauge arrangement that was 
placed inside the expansion tube facility, to get the most accurate calibration factor for this 
exact arrangement. A total of 12 tests were performed on this arrangement, with the results 
of each shown in Table 6, and the input/output signal shown in Appendix E for each of these 
tests. The average ratio was taken from each of these tests and used to determine a final 
calibration factor. The final calibration factor is 0.0001772714219 V/kPa. The standard 
deviation of these 12 readings is ±3.2121%. The 95% confidence interval precision error for 
the calibration factor is therefore is 0.0001772714219 V/kPa ± 1.817%.  
It has been determined that an Impulse Response Function, which is generally calculated by 
using deconvolution of the hammer calibration signal, is not necessary for the analysis of this 
bar gauge. There is no evidence of reflected stress waves interfering with the signal. The 
input to output signal can therefore be related using a simple constant ratio, known as the 
calibration factor. This calibration factor will be used to convert the voltage output signal 
that will be obtained from the expansion tube testing into a useful pressure signal. This 
pressure signal will be compared to pressures obtained from other pitot pressure probes 
and cone pressure probes used within the same experiments.  
  
   
5.0 Experimental Analysis 2 – Expansion Tube Testing 
 
The purpose of the expansion tube testing is to determine the performance and accuracy of 
the new bar gauge design. A calibration factor has been determined by completing impulse 
hammer calibration tests on the final arrangement probe. This will be used to recover the 
total force or pressure exerted on the bar gauge in an expansion tube facility.  
The measured pitot pressure from the new bar gauge can be compared to the other pitot 
pressure devices, cone pressure devices and theoretical predictions so that the accuracy of 
the result can be determined. The response will also determine if the useful test time, and 
rise time of the new bar gauge, has been improved from previous designs.  
5.1 Apparatus 
 
Important note: Appendix C shows the workshops drawings and actual pictures of the 2nd 
iteration pressure probe arrangement. This pressure probe arrangement is once again based 
off the S.Chiu bar gauge design, and this time includes the aluminium outer shielding in 
order to protect the sensing bar from the high temperature flow and metal pieces flowing 
downstream from the rupturing of the diaphragm.  
1. 2nd iteration probe arrangement (Final arrangement) 
2. 1.5m length of wiring to attach strain gauge 
3. Modified clamping arrangement (See Appendix F) 
4. X2 expansion tube facility 
5. Oscilloscope 
6. PCB Impact hammer 
7. Strain gauge amplifier 
8. Strain gauge amp power supply 
9. Protective eyewear 
10. Protective earmuffs 
11. High speed camera 
12. Recording software 
13. Vacuum pump 
14. Gas cylinders (to fill initial tube) 
   
15. General workshop tools (Spanner, Allen key, tape measure etc.) 
16. Molytek vacuum grease 
17. Thin layer of paint or tape (for electrical protection of front shield) 
5.2 Fill Conditions 
The free piston driven air test conditions for the expansion tube testing in tests 1-3 was 
designed by Zander et al [21] and later used by James et al [22].  
5.2.1 Tests 1-3 
 
Table 7 - Details of the free piston driven air test condition for Tests 1-3 by Zander [21] 
Driver condition X2-LWP-2.0 mm-0 
Primary driver fill condition 92.8kPa 80%He/20%Ar (by volume) 
Primary Diaphragm 1 x 2mm thick cold rolled steel, scored 
diaphragm 
Orifice plate diameter 85mm (ie not used) 
Shock tube fill condition 3.0 kPa Coregas instrument air 
(79%N2/21%O2, by volume) 
Secondary diaphragm 1 x ≈ 14µm thick aluminium foil diaphragm 
Acceleration tube fill condition 10.0 Pa lab air 
 
5.2.2 Test 4 
 
Test 4 was done using a separate condition, to see if the bar gauge would respond accurately 
or if it would fail prematurely. 
The conditions used for Test 4 are as follows: 
 State 4i is the free piston driver fill condition. 
 State 4 is the driver condition. 
 State 1 is shock tube fill. state 5 is acceleration tube fill. 
 State 2 is the shocked test gas. 
 State 7 is expanded test gas entering the nozzle. 
 State 8 is test gas exiting the nozzle (using area ratio of 5.3). 
   
 State 10f is frozen shocked test gas flowing over the model. 
 State 10e is equilibrium shocked test gas flowing over the model. 
 State 10c is conditions over 15.0 degree conehead in the test section. 
 Driver gas is {'He': 1.0} (by moles). 
 Test gas (state 1) is air-cfd-with-ions (gamma = 1.3985, R = 288.180242634, {'N2': 
0.79, 'O2': 0.21} by moles). 
 Accelerator gas (state 5) is Air. 
 Vs1 = 6421.48 m/s, Ms1 = 18.52, Vs2 = 8566.45 m/s, Ms2 = 24.75 
Table 8 - Conditions for Test 4 - X2 Expansion tube testing 
State P (Pa) Temp 
(K) 
A 
(m/s) 
V 
(m/s) 
Mach 
number 
Density 
(kg/m3) 
Pitot 
pressure 
(kPa) 
Stagnation 
pressure 
(MPa) 
S4i 77200 298 1916 0 0 0.12471 77.2 0.077 
S4 3.75e+7 3538.5 3500 0 0 5.10190 37500 37.5 
S3s 3.543e+6 1377.5 2184 4737.5 2.17 1.23810 26153.3 37.426 
S1 3000 298.1 347 0 0 0.03491 3 0.003 
S2 1.327e+6 7485.5 1879 5138.2 2.74 0.43940 11733.9 38.298 
S3 1.326e+6 930 1794 5906 3.29 0.68617 21691.2 60.459 
S5 250 298.1 346 0 0 2.92e-3 0.2 0 
S6 201120 8176.1 2259 8027.6 3.55 0.04643 2971 22.182 
S7 200770 6259 1653 8027.6 4.86 0.08240 5342.2 367.819 
S8 27603 5141.7 1461 8531.9 5.84 0.01495 1062.8 367.314 
S10f 1.007e+6 18712.3 2788 7681 2.76 0.14988 9426.4 4.43 
S10e 1.018e+6 10627 2757 7762.2 2.82 0.166654 10011.3 32.317 
S10cf 109476.8 6437.5 1635 8126.3 4.97 0.04735 3068.9 311.094 
S10c 109270 5999.5 1610 8128.7 5.05 0.04820 3133.4 300.474 
   
5.3 Procedure 
 
1. Assemble the 2nd iteration pressure probe arrangement (final arrangement) 
2. Attach the final arrangement bar gauge in the X2 expansion tube using the modified 
clamping arrangement (As seen in Figure 12) 
3. Complete 10-15 tests using the impact hammer to confirm calibration is accurate and 
to determine IRF (If deconvolution is necessary) or a calibration factor. 
4. Ensure there is some vacuum grease separating the front shielding from the brass 
front connector, and that they are not directly in contact. Also, as recommended by 
S.Chiu, use either a thin layer of paint or a piece of tape to cover the front shielding, 
in order to electrically isolate it. 
5. Ensure there are other pitot pressure probes (PCB pressure transducers) and cone 
probes for comparison of pitot pressure after the experiment. 
6. Once the calibration tests have been completed, close up the test section and 
reconnect it to the rest of the expansion tube. Note: Do not operate the machinery 
or expansion tube facilities without supervision from the staff or PHD students who 
have previously operated the facility.  
7. Use the vacuum pump to evacuate the shock tube and expansion tube to the 
operation conditions as outlined in section 5.2 for Test 1 
8. Fill the driver section with the required gas to reach the fill condition for Test 1 
9. Make sure your protective eyewear and earmuffs are on. 
10. Fire the expansion tube 
11. Record all results using high speed camera and recording software. Save this data to 
a USB. 
12. Do some intermediate hammer calibration tests after the experimental shot to make 
sure the bar gauge is still intact and working correctly. 
13. Repeat steps 4-10 using the same condition for Tests 2 and 3. 
14. Repeat steps 4-10 for Test 4 using the new fill conditions. 
   
 
 
Figure 21 - Pitot pressure probe (left) and Cone pressure probe (right) required for pressure comparison in X2 Testing 
 
 
Figure 22 - Oscilloscope setup under the X2 facility for intermediate hammer testing in between shots 
 
   
 
Figure 23 - HPV-1 High speed camera for recording bow shock (an attachment/extension of the X2 facility) 
 
 
Figure 24 - Dynavac vacuum pump used to evacuate the expansion tube before testing 
   
 
Figure 25 - Computer arrangement for recording data during the test (An extension/attachment of the X2 facility) 
 
Figure 26 - Recording software used to record experimental data 
   
5.4 Results 
This section will show the results of the four experimental shots completed in the X2 
expansion tube facility. It will also show the intermediate calibration tests completed after 
each experimental shot.  
5.4.1 Test 1 
 
Figure 27 - X2 expansion tube Test #1 - Unfiltered data 
 
Figure 28 - X2 expansion tube Test #1 - 6th order filtered data 
Notes for test 1: 
- Pt1 is a pitot pressure probe with a good response but incorrect pressure 
- Pt2 is a pitot pressure probe that doesn’t seem to be working well 
- Pt3 is a cone pressure probe that seems to be working well 
- Bar gauge is showing units in mV, not kPa, as an average pressure, not the true pitot 
pressure 
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Figure 29 - Intermediate hammer calibration performed after Test #1 
 
Figure 30 - Intermediate hammer calibration performed after Test #1 
 
Figure 31 - Intermediate hammer calibration performed after Test #1 
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Figure 32 - Useful bar gauge data for Test 1 showing pitot pressure in the useful test time, immediately post shock 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 9 - Nominal conditions at 8 for Test 1, calculated by C.James using PITOT  [22] 
State Pressure 
(Pa) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 
Temperature 
(K) 
Velocity 
(m/s) 
Mach 
number 
Stagnation 
enthalpy 
(MJ/kg) 
Pitot 
pressure 
(kPa) 
Total 
pressure 
(MPa) 
State 
8 
1109 1.3826e-
3 
2644.2 8655.13 9.08 41.26 100.91 1113.2 
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Test 1 - Useful bar gauge data (Pitot Pressure) 
Pt1 Pitot probe Pt2 Pitot probe Pt3 cone probe Bar gauge (kPa)
Noise due to high temperature 
effects (stagnation of high 
enthalpy, high temperature 
test gas) 
Formation of bow shock in 
front of bar gauge 
Rise in strain/pressure as 
stress waves reflect off end of 
the bar 
   
5.4.2 Test 2 
 
Figure 33 - X2 Expansion Tube Test #2 - Unfiltered data 
 
Figure 34 - X2 Expansion tube Test #2 - 6th Order filtered data 
Notes for test 2: 
- Pt1 is a cone pressure probe which is working fine. 
- Pt2 is a pitot pressure probe that doesn’t seem to be working well (better than test 1) 
- Pt3 is a cone pressure probe which is working fine. 
- Bar gauge is showing units in mV, not kPa, as an average pressure, not the true pitot 
pressure 
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Figure 35 - Intermediate hammer calibration performed after Test #2 
 
Figure 36 - Intermediate hammer calibration performed after Test #2 
 
Figure 37 - Intermediate hammer calibration performed after Test #2 
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Table 10 - Nominal conditions at 8 for Test 2, calculated by C.James using PITOT [22] 
State Pressure 
(Pa) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 
Temperature 
(K) 
Velocity 
(m/s) 
Mach 
number 
Stagnation 
enthalpy 
(MJ/kg) 
Pitot 
pressure 
(kPa) 
Total 
pressure 
(MPa) 
State 
8 
1045 1.317e-3 2623.08 8677.58 9.15 41.36 96.58 1611.11 
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Figure 38 - Useful bar gauge data for Test 2, showing pitot pressure in the useful test time, immediately post shock 
   
5.4.3 Test 3 
 
Figure 39 - X2 Expansion tube Test #3 - Unfiltered data 
 
Figure 40 - X2 Expansion tube Test #3 - 6th Order filtered data 
Notes for test 3: 
- Pt1 and Pt2  are pitot pressure probes that seem to be working fine, but take a very long 
time to fill up to the right pressure.  
- Pt3 is a cone pressure probe that seems to be working well 
- Bar gauge is showing units in mV, not kPa, as an average pressure, not the true pitot 
pressure   
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Figure 41 - Intermediate hammer calibration performed after Test #3 
 
Figure 42 - Intermediate hammer calibration performed after Test #3 
 
Figure 43 - Intermediate hammer calibration performed after Test #3 
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Table 11 - Nominal conditions at 8 for Test 3, calculated by C.James  using PITOT [22] 
State Pressure 
(Pa) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 
Temperature 
(K) 
Velocity 
(m/s) 
Mach 
number 
Stagnation 
enthalpy 
(MJ/kg) 
Pitot 
pressure 
(kPa) 
Total 
pressure 
(MPa) 
State 
8 
1249 1.5375e-
3 
2670.44 8657.63 9.02 41.36 112.34 1144.49 
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Figure 44 - Useful bar gauge data for Test 3, showing pitot pressure in the useful test time, immediately post shock 
   
5.4.4 Test 4 
 
Figure 45 - X2 Expansion tube Test #4 – Unfiltered data 
 
Figure 46 - X2 Expansion tube Test #4 - 6th Order filtered data 
Notes for test 4: 
- Pt1 and Pt2 are pitot pressure probes that seem to be working fine, but are quite noisy. 
- Pt3 is a cone pressure probe that seems to be working well but shorts sometime, could be 
cable damage. 
- Bar gauge has wild fluctuations, not sure as to the exact cause of this. Bar gauge is showing 
units in mV, not kPa, as an average pressure, not the true pitot pressure 
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Figure 47 - Intermediate hammer calibration performed after Test #4 
 
Figure 48 - Intermediate hammer calibration performed after Test #4 
 
Figure 49 - Intermediate hammer calibration performed after Test #4 
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5.4.5 Comparison of all tests 
The graphs of the useful bar gauge data for Tests 1-3 will be used to determine the steady 
state pitot pressure measured for each test. These will be compared to calculated pitot 
pressures determined by James et al. [22] using PITOT in Table 12 below.  
Table 12 - Measured Pitot pressure in Tests 1-3 vs. Calculated pressure using PITOT [22] 
Test 
number 
Bar 
gauge 
Steady 
state 
pitot 
pressure 
(kPa) 
Useful test 
time 
(microseconds) 
Rise time 
(Microseconds) 
Calculated 
nominal 
pitot 
pressure 
(State 8) 
using PITOT 
% 
Error 
Average 
error % 
1 93.56 274 8 100.91 7.283 15.82 
2 85.201 285.6 8.4 96.58 11.781 
3 80.429 234 4.8 112.34 28.405 
 
5.5 Discussion 
 
Experimental analysis of the newly designed bar gauge has taken place inside UQ’s X2 
Expansion Tube facility. A total of four tests were completed, with only the first three being 
analysed properly. The raw data for each test, shown in the graphs of unfiltered and 6th 
order filtered data, shows the pressure readings of pitot probes and cone probes (kPa) as 
well as the bar gauge (mV) over the 6ms test time (15000 data points). In order to turn this 
raw data into some useful experimental data (Seen in Figures labelled “Useful bar gauge 
data”), a three-step process was undertaken. 
Firstly, the reading for the bar gauge had to be converted from mV to kPa using the 
calibration factor of 0.0001772714219 V/kPa determined in Section 4.3. Secondly, the 
pressure had to be converted from average disc pressure to actual pitot pressure. This was 
calculated using the same relationship that was found in Chiu et al [7] using DSMC methods 
and Navier Stokes code (CFD). The average disc pressure was calculated to be 93% of the 
pitot pressure, therefore the pressure must be multiplied my 1.08 (1/0.93) to find the actual 
   
pitot pressure. Lastly, an offset of the signal was noticed to be of magnitude ~500kPa. This 
offset was then taken into account by averaging the pressure over the first 4000 data points 
(before test time/flow arrival), then subtracting the pressure over the entire signal by this 
offset amount. The steady state pitot pressure was then determined for each test by looking 
at the steady period immediately following the first noise spike from the flow arrival at the 
tip, and averaging the pressure over this period to account for the noise in the data.  
The measured bar gauge pitot pressure is then compared to a calculated nominal pitot 
pressure at State 8 (nozzle exit condition) determined by PITOT, a UQ shock tunnel 
simulation code presented in James et al. [22]. PITOT can use either the experimental shock 
tube shock speed or acceleration tube shock speed or both simultaneously to perform the 
rest of the theoretical modelling. This was chosen as the base for comparison of pitot 
pressure because it takes into account the actual experimental conditions, and the pressures 
and measurements that were obtained from the other pitot probes and cone probes were 
too inaccurate to trust or use.  
Table 12 above shows the three useful tests that were completed inside the X2 expansion 
tube facility using the fill conditions shown in 5.2.1. The data shows that each test gave a 
high test time (due to the 500mm length of the bar) and good rise time/response time, but 
the measured pitot pressure reduces in accuracy from test to test, particularly in test 3 with 
a 28.4% error from the simulation code. There are a variety of possible explanations for this 
discrepancy in the pitot pressure.  Firstly, the calculated pressure using the PITOT simulation 
code may be inaccurate due to possible modelling assumptions, and therefore it could be 
overestimating the pitot pressure at State 8. Secondly, the preliminary calibration factor 
which was determined before any of the experimental testing in X2 may not be an accurate 
representation of the bar gauge and its response by the time of the third test shot. It may 
have been better to use the data from the intermediate hammer calibrations (after Test shot 
#2) to determine a new calibration factor and therefore calculate a new steady state pitot 
pressure. Lastly, by using a constant calibration function, and not an IRF determined via 
deconvolution methods may be simplifying the response too much, and creating more error 
in the pressure reading. 
Besides the error associated with the steady state pitot pressure, the bar gauge performed 
quite well. The only main issue was the amount of noise, both before the flow reaches the 
   
strain gauge and during the test time itself. The large noise spike shown before the bow 
shock forms as the flow passes over the bar gauge (As seen in Figure 32) is generally due to 
high temperature effects as the high enthalpy test gas stagnates, ionising and dissociating 
the flow. In these tests, only a thin piece of tape was used to try negate these effects, 
however that did not work. Sam Chiu et al [7] recommends using a thin layer of paint to 
reduce the noise from the high temperature and high enthalpy flow. The second and third 
noise spikes are due to the flow forming a bow shock and the stress waves moving over the 
strain gauge, and then reflecting off the end of the bar and returning back to the strain 
gauge location. These spikes are normal and cannot be reduced. Sam Chiu [7] also 
recommends making sure that the front shielding is screwed tightly to the brass bar, as a 
loose fit can also impact the noise on the signal. In these tests, the front shielding was 
screwed tightly, however no glue was used to ensure a tight fit and a good transmission of 
stress waves. Another source of error could be the type of strain gauges themselves, and 
their accuracy or sensitivity. In these experiments, the type of strain gauge and its sensitivity 
is completely unknown, which may be a contributing factor to the large noise in the signal.  
The condition in Test 4 yielded a pitot pressure of approximately 1MPa at State 8. The bar 
gauge produced no useful data for this experimental shot, which is likely due to the 
conditions and pressure causing wild fluctuations in the strain gauge response. The impact 
hammer calibration tests performed after Test 4 (shown in Figures 47-49) show that the bar 
gauge was still responding correctly, so it could not have been damaged. It can therefore be 
concluded that for pitot pressures nearing 1MPa in the test section, the bar gauge cannot 
accurately predict the pitot pressure.  
  
   
5.6 Comparison to Chiu Bar Gauge 
 
The new bar gauge arrangement will be compared to the most recent iteration bar gauge, 
the Chiu Bar Gauge in Table 13 below. The useful test time, rise time, overall uncertainty 
(determined in section 6.0), and error in the pressure reading for the current bar gauge will 
be averaged over the three test shots that were performed.  
Table 13 - Comparison between the new bar gauge design and the Chiu bar gauge design 
 Useful test time 
(𝜇𝑠) 
Rise time (𝜇𝑠) Total uncertainty 
(without flow 
unsteadiness) (%) 
Error in 
pressure 
reading % 
New bar gauge 264.5 7 3.484 15.82 
Chiu Bar gauge 100 5 4.592 4.5 
 
The new bar gauge designed has performed reasonably well when compared to the latest 
iteration, the Chiu bar gauge. The useful test time has increased significantly due to the 
length increase of the brass rod up to 500mm. This length increase means that stress waves 
take longer to traverse down the bar, reflect off the end, and work their way back up to the 
strain gauge. This improvement gives a longer time for which to accurately measure the 
steady state pitot pressure in experimental impulse facilities.  The average rise time was 
measured to be approximately 7 microseconds, which is a bit slower than the Chiu bar 
gauge, but this doesn’t make a huge impact on the result, and could simply be due to the 
arrangement of the front shielding.  
The overall uncertainty was calculated in Section 6, which does not take into account the 
uncertainty in strain signal variation due to noise and flow unsteadiness in the test period. 
This was because significant shock tube calibration testing was not completed in this 
investigation. However, the overall error in the pitot pressure reading was determined, 
which is based off the % difference between experimental and the theoretical value 
determined using the PITOT code. This error could be significantly improved by running the 
   
expansion tube facility as a straight through shock tube (and getting rid of high 
enthalpy/high temperature effects) to get more predictable responses. The bar gauge and 
other pressure devices could then be tested many times over using the same conditions to 
validate their accuracy and response. Another method for reducing the error and 
uncertainty in the pressure reading could be to use the intermediate calibration factors 
determined between each experimental test rather than the preliminary calibration factor 
calculated before any of the experiments. This would allow any possible changes in the bar 
gauge that may occur during testing to be accounted for every time it is re-calibrated. 
  
   
6.0 Error Analysis 
 
This section looks at the uncertainties in the measurement of pitot pressure for the newly 
designed bar gauge. The total uncertainty in measurement of the pitot pressure will be 
determined by considering the uncertainty of the hammer calibration technique, the 
uncertainty in the calibration due to dimensions of the front disc and the uncertainty 
between the relationship of average disc pressure and actual pitot pressure. The uncertainty 
in strain signal over the test period due to noise and flow unsteadiness will not be 
considered, as extensive shock tube calibration testing was not performed in this 
investigation. 
This error analysis has been extracted and based from previous work by Sam Chiu and David 
Mee [7] because of the similarity in the bar gauge design.  
The equation used to determine overall uncertainty in measurement of pitot pressure is: 
(𝑋𝑏𝑎𝑟)2 = (
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2
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𝑋𝑑𝑑𝑣)
2
+ (
𝜕𝑋𝑏𝑎𝑟
𝜕𝑋𝑎𝑑𝑝
𝑋𝑎𝑑𝑝)
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𝜕𝑋𝑏𝑎𝑟
𝜕𝑋ℎ𝑐
𝑋ℎ𝑐 = 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
𝜕𝑋𝑏𝑎𝑟
𝜕𝑋𝑑𝑑𝑣
𝑋𝑑𝑑𝑣 = 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
𝜕𝑋𝑏𝑎𝑟
𝜕𝑋𝑎𝑑𝑝
𝑋𝑎𝑑𝑝 = 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡  
As the new bar gauge was calibrated using a calibration factor (V/kPa) which was converted 
from (mV/N) using the known area of the front shielding/disc, the uncertainty in the 
diameter of this disc will therefore impact the uncertainty in the final pitot pressure 
measurement. S.Chiu [7] indicates that the uncertainty in the disc diameter after some shots 
which may abrade the disc remains at 9mm ± 0.1mm. This leads to a ±2.2% uncertainty in 
the disc area.  
The relationship between average disc pressure and actual pitot pressure has been 
completed by Mee et al. [23] using the MB_CNS (Multi-block, compressible, navier stokes) 
   
CFD code. The results indicate that the ratio of average disc pressure to pitot pressure is 0.93 
± 2%.  
95% 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟:   𝑥 ± 1.96 ×
𝜎
√𝑛
 
The uncertainty in the hammer calibration technique will affect the calibration of the bar 
gauge and therefore the uncertainty in the pitot pressure reading. The uncertainty of the 
hammer calibration will be based off the 12 tests completed for the final bar gauge 
arrangement as shown in Section 4.0. The standard deviation for the hammer calibration 
technique was determined as 3.2121%. Therefore, the overall uncertainty of this calibration 
is then 0.0001772714219 ±1.8174% using a 95% Confidence interval. 
The total relative uncertainty in the measurement of Pitot pressure (without considering 
noise and flow unsteadiness in the test time) is therefore: 
(𝑋𝑏𝑎𝑟)2 = (2.2 × 1)2 + (2 × 1)2 + (1.8174 × 1)2 
𝑿𝒃𝒂𝒓 =  ±𝟑. 𝟒𝟖𝟒% 
  
   
7.0 Recommendations for future work 
 
The recommendations for future work must be taken into account if the work presented in 
this report is to be continued to provide further development and research into the field of 
pressure measurement in high enthalpy expansion tube facilities. 
These recommendations are based off findings from this report as well as findings from 
S.Chiu [7]. They are as follows: 
1) In this report, deconvolution via iterative deconvolution or numerical deconvolution 
using the Fortran computer program HYFORCE was not completed. This was decided due 
to the nature of the bar gauge signal during the hammer calibration testing and having 
no obvious signs of reflected wave response. It is recommended to try deconvolute the 
strain signal in future in order to fully characterise the response and determine an 
accurate Impulse Response Function. 
 
2) Research into using different materials for the sensing rod, such as lead. Lead has a very 
slow speed of sound (Approximately 1/3rd of brass) and would therefore provide a much 
longer useful test time. Lead, however, is a soft metal and may not be compatible in high 
enthalpy expansion tubes, so alternatives should be considered.  
 
3) Rubber could be considered to use as an end support in order to provide vibration 
isolation, and dampen out potential noise from reflected wave signals. 
 
4) Research into a new technology, known as Microelectromechanical Systems (MEM’s) 
due to their ability to provide a higher resolution pressure reading, and therefore a more 
accurate survey of the flow field 
 
5) Finite Element Modelling is a useful way to determine a theoretical Impulse Response 
Function for an impulsively loaded bar gauge. This could be useful for determining a 
theoretical IRF for benchmark comparisons in the future. 
 
   
6) Navier-stokes code (CFD) was not used in this investigation because a relationship 
between average disc pressure and true pitot pressure has already been determined by 
S.Chiu et al [7]. However, if a different bar gauge arrangement was used with a different 
front shielding, then a CFD analysis would be necessary to calculate the new relationship 
of true pitot pressure. 
 
7) In order to reduce the error associated with the steady state pitot pressure 
measurement the following should be considered: 
a. Altering the expansion tube facility to run as a straight through shock tube and 
performing extensive calibration tests with the bar gauge, pitot probes and cone 
pressure probes (ensure the other probes are functioning correctly) 
b. Use a theoretical model such as PITOT with accurate modelling assumptions to 
compare the pressures with 
c. Complete intermediate calibration hammer testing (in between experimental 
shots) and use these to determine new calibration factors each time 
d. Use extremely sensitive strain gauges with high accuracy.  
e. Implement the useful tips determined by S.Chiu et al [7] 
 
8) Reduce noise on the pressure signal by implementing the same important findings and 
design considerations as described by S.Chiu and D.Mee [7]. These findings are listed 
below:  
a. Position the strain gauge further down the bar by moving it 40mm from front of 
bar, the effects of the first noise spike can be avoided and a 100 µs measuring 
period obtained 
b. Use a semiconductor strain gauge, not a piezoelectric gauge. Recommended 
setting is excitation voltage at 5V while operating tests and 0.2V after tests 
c. Improve contact between disc and sensing bar. Ensure a ‘tight’ fit/joint by using 
O-ring grease and Loctite glue between disc and sensing bar 
d. Electrical isolation of the sensing bar to stop effects of ionization of flow 
i. Wrap sensing bar with electrical insulation tape before assembly 
ii. Thin layer of paint to front disc 
   
8.0 Conclusion 
 
This report has investigated the use of a new bar gauge design in order to replace previous 
iterations of bar gauges and pitot pressure probes for use within UQ’s expansion tube 
facilities.  
A brief theoretical analysis was undertaken by using Euler buckling equations to estimate the 
buckling load of the bar gauge and its arrangements. It was confirmed that the bar gauge 
would most likely not buckle in the conditions for the hammer testing and expansion tube 
testing. Further theoretical analysis using FEM and CFD models was not completed, but are 
recommended for future work in this field.  
Preliminary hammer calibration testing was completed on the bar gauge, to determine 
whether or not the response (calibration factor) varied dramatically depending on the 
arrangement (e.g shielding, no shielding, rubber) and whether or not the calibration factor 
remained constant throughout the entire test period.  
Further calibration testing was completed on the final bar gauge arrangement, in order to 
calculate an accurate calibration factor that could be used to convert the output strain signal 
in volts into a useful pitot pressure.  
Expansion tube testing was then conducted, in four separate tests, using two separate 
conditions. The first three tests conducted on the first condition provided useful results, 
confirming that the new bar gauge did increase the useful test time of the steady state pitot 
pressure measurement.  
When compared to the latest iteration bar gauge, the Chiu bar gauge, the new gauge gives 
an improvement in the useful test time, a comparable rise/response time, but lacks in 
accuracy of the pitot pressure measurement (% error). The reasons for this error and 
uncertainty in the reading were discussed extensively.  
Overall, the bar gauge has performed well, and gives an increase in the useful test time of 
the pitot pressure measurement. There are many suggestions and recommendations for 
future work, which could improve the outcomes that were presented in this thesis 
investigation.   
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10.0 Appendix 
 
10.1 Appendix A – 1st Iteration arrangement (Without shielding) 
 
Diagram: 
 
 
 
 
 
Workshop Drawings:  
 
  
500mm 
B 
C A 
Strain gauge 
A 
B 
C 
Figure 50 - Actual workshop drawings used to manufacture the first iteration arrangement bar gauge (without external shielding) 
   
Figure 51 - Brass end connector (C)  Figure 53 – 9mm Steel front shielding/disc (A) and Brass sensing rod (B) 
Figure 52 - 1st pressure probe configuration 
Actual pictures (without strain gauge): 
 
 
 
Actual pictures (with strain gauge attached) 
 
 
Figure 54 - First iteration arrangement probe with strain gauge and wiring attached 
   
Figure 56 - Close up of the 9-pin connector required for strain 
gauge amplifier 
  
Figure 55 - Close up of Wheatstone bridge connection for strain 
gauge & associated wiring 
   
10.2 Appendix B – Strain gauges 
 
Materials (to attach strain gauge): 
1) First iteration pressure probe arrangement (See appendix A) 
2) Electronics and wiring 
3) Micro measurements M-Bond 200 Adhesive Kit 
a. 200 Catalyst C 
b. M Bond 200 adhesive 
4) 2 x Strain gauge (backed foil gauge, mylar film, 350 ohms) 
5) 320 grain wet & dry paper (waterproof) 
6) M-Coat A Polyurethane coating 
7) Gauze swabs (non sterile) 
8) 150Ω + 200Ω resistors for Wheatstone bridge circuit 
9) M-prep neutralizer 5A 
10) Adhesive tape 
11) M-line bondable terminals (CPF-38C) 
12) Experimental circuit board material (Fibreglass reinforced epoxy) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12 3b 3a 
8 
11 
9 
   
  
 
 
 
Procedure (to attach strain gauge): 
1. Measure 40mm from the front cap/shielding and use the wet & dry paper to clean 
the surface thoroughly (40mm to reduce noise from signal as discussed in Appendix 
A) 
 
2. Use ethyl alcohol to clean the surface where the strain gauge will sit 
 
3. Use the M-prep and wipes to clean the surface once again (neutralises the acid on 
the surface) 
 
4. Put some M-bond Catalyst C on the area, let it dry for 1-2 minutes 
 
5. Gently place a bit of M-Bond 200 onto the area where the gauge will sit. 
 
6. Use tweezers to place the strain gauge down onto the area and wait for it to stick to 
the adhesive completely 
 
7. Repeat steps 2-6 for the second strain gauge, located at the same distance from the 
front shielding, but 180ᵒ opposite to the first (This is for a Wheatstone bridge 
connection in bending compensation arrangement) 
 
 
 
 
 
5 7 6 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. Wire up and solder the Wheatstone bridge connection as shown above, using the 
two chosen strain gauges (gauge resistance 350 ohms each) and the 150 + 200 ohm 
resistors in series. 
 
9. The strain gauges must be connected to a 4 core cable, which connects to a 9 pin 
connector which is required to plug into the strain gauge amplifier. A 25 pin 
connector is required later on for the X2 expansion tube testing such that it can be 
connected to the instrumentation feed-through plate 
 
10. Place some Micro measurements M-Coat C onto the strain gauges to cover and 
protect them  
  
350Ω 
350Ω 
   
10.3 Appendix C – 2nd Iteration Arrangement (With shielding) 
 
Diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Workshop Drawings 
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E 
Figure 57 - Actual workshop drawings of the second iteration arrangement of the bar gauge - showing the external outer shielding and a brass 
front connector 
   
Figure 59 - Brass front connector (D), Brass end connector (C) and Aluminium outer shielding (E) 
Figure 60 - 2nd iteration probe arrangement (with shielding) 
Actual pictures 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 58 - Brass front connector (D) 
   
10.4 Appendix D – Impact hammer calibration certification  
 
  
   
10.5 Appendix E – Final arrangement hammer calibration data 
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10.6 Appendix F – Clamping Arrangement 
Workshop Drawings 
 
Figure 61 - Actual workshop drawings of the clamping arrangement required for X2 expansion tube testing 
Actual pictures 
 
Figure 62 - Clamping arrangement required for X2 Expansion Tube testing 
